ABSTRACT Differential evolution (DE) is a simple and effective evolutionary algorithm that can be used to solve various optimization problems. In general, the population of DE tends to fall into stagnation or premature convergence so that it is unable to converge to the global optimum. To solve this issue, this paper proposes a tracking mechanism (TM) to promote population convergence when the population falls into stagnation and a backtracking mechanism (BTM) to re-enhance the population diversity when the population traps into the state of premature convergence. More specifically, when the population falls into stagnation, the TM is triggered so that the individuals who fall into the stagnant situation will evolve toward the excellent individuals in the population to promote population convergence. When the population goes into the premature convergence status, the BTM is activated so that the premature individuals go back to one of the previous statuses so as to restore the population diversity. The TM and BTM work together as a general framework and they are embedded into six classic DEs and nine state-of-the-art DE variants. The experimental results on 30 CEC2014 test functions demonstrate that the TM and BTM are able to effectively overcome the issues of stagnation and premature convergence, respectively, and therefore, enhance the performance of the DE significantly. Moreover, the experimental results also verify that the TM works together with the BTM as a general framework is better than other similar general frameworks.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main methods to deal with the optimization problems can be divided into the traditional optimization methods [1] - [4] and the heuristic optimization methods. The traditional optimization methods generally are suitable for solving the optimization problems with some good mathematical properties, such as continuity, derivative, convexity, and so on [2] . However, with the continuous development of science and technology, the optimization problems in engineering and practical applications often do not have these properties. Therefore, the heuristic optimization methods are designed by researchers to solve the increasingly complex optimization problems [5] - [8] . The current mainstream heuristic optimization algorithms include genetic algorithm (GA) [9] , artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) [10] - [15] , differential evolution algorithm (DE) [16] - [22] , particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) [23] , and so on. Among them, DE is a very simple and effective heuristic optimization algorithm, which was first proposed by Storn and Price [24] in 1995 to solve real number optimization problems, and it has been used to deal with a variety of practical engineering optimization problems [25] - [27] .
DE is a population-based stochastic optimization algorithm, which mainly consists of three core evolutionary operators, mutation, crossover and selection. In detail, for each individual (target vector/parent) in the population, first, the mutation operator is used to produce a mutation vector (donor vector), and then the crossover operator is employed to restructure the genetic material (gene/variable) of the target vector and the mutation vector for generating a trial vector (offspring). Finally, the environmental selection mechanism of the survival of the fittest is employed to select the better one between the parent and offspring. Although DE shows good performance in most optimization problems, the optimization performance of DE is affected by many factors, such as the mutation operator [28] - [30] , crossover operator [31] - [33] , environment selection mechanism [34] and control parameters (scaling factor F, crossover rate CR, population size NP) [35] - [38] , and so on. Generally speaking, the reason that DE and other population based heuristic optimization algorithms cannot successfully converge to the optimal or suboptimal solution of the optimization problem is that the population has entered stagnation status or premature convergence status [39] . Stagnation status means that the population has not yet converged to a fixed point, but it no longer produces better new solutions [39] . While the premature convergence status indicates that the population has converged to a non-global best solution so as to stop producing better new solutions [39] . Obviously, the premature convergence status is a special stagnation status.
To improve the optimization performance of DE, some researchers have proposed some methods to solve the problem of stagnation and premature convergence and have achieved good results. For instance, Guo et al. [40] proposed a successful parent selection framework (SPS-DE) to solve the stagnation issue of DE. In SPS-DE, if an individual is in stagnation status, the current successful individuals that are saved in an external archive will be selected as the parent to generate offspring. Similarly, Zhou et al. [41] put forward a guiding archiving framework (GAR-DE) to help DE jump out of the stagnation status. In GAR-DE, a guiding archive is constructed to retain a certain number of good individuals during evolution. When an individual is in stagnation status, an individual chosen from the guiding archive will work as the base vector in the mutation operator for guiding evolution. In addition, some studies simultaneously considering stagnation and premature convergence have been also proposed. For example, Yang et al. [39] proposed a mechanism to automatically enhance the population diversity (AEPD-DE) from the gene level (dimension level). In detail, if a certain dimension of the population has fallen into stagnation or premature convergence status, the diversity of this dimension will be enhanced to escape from the stagnation or premature convergence status. Furthermore, Das et al. [42] used neighborhood based mutation operation (DEGL) to avoid stagnation and premature convergence. Similarly, Ali et al. [32] relieved the issues of stagnation and premature of DE by dividing the population into multiple tribes and different tribes take advantage of different mutation and crossover strategies (sTDE-dR).
This paper aims to propose a tracking mechanism (TM) and a backtracking mechanism (BTM) to solve the issues of stagnation and premature convergence of DE. On one hand, if the population falls into stagnation status, the stagnant individual should abandon its own evolution path and track the evolution path of the individuals that are better than itself, in order to promote the population converge to the current promising regions. By this greed guiding way, the population could be able to converge to a promising region. On the other hand, if the population traps into premature convergence status, a backtracking mechanism (BTM) will be triggered to make the population escape from this status and re-enhance the population diversity. In BTM, the individual will trace back to a previous positon so as to the population diversity can be restored, and the population can be able to escape from local optima. In summary, the contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) A tracking mechanism (TM) is proposed to solve the issue of stagnation. Specifically, when the individual falls into stagnation, the stagnant individual is forced to learn from the excellent individuals in the current population. TM can enhance the greedy nature of evolution and enable the population to converge to the currently promising regions.
2) A backtracking mechanism (BTM) is proposed to solve the issue of premature convergence. When the population is in the premature convergence status, the backtracking mechanism forces the individual to go back to one of its previous certain status and start to evolve again.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the basic DE algorithm and related works. Section III makes a detail description to stagnation and premature convergence of DE. Section IV elaborates our proposed track mechanism and backtracking mechanism. Section V provides the numerical experiments and analysis. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper. NP is the population size, D is the dimension size, X min and X max are the low and upper bound, respectively. After the generation of the initial population, DE evolves the population from generation to generation by the mutation operator, crossover operator and selection operator.
II. DE AND RELATED WORK

2) MUTATION
Mutation operator is used to generate the mutation vector
for the individual (target vector/ parent) of the population. Here, six basic and most commonly used mutation operators are given below.
1) DE/rand/1
2) DE/rand/2
3) DE/best/1
5) DE/current-to-rand/1
6) DE/current-to-best/1
X r i ,G is an individual randomly selected in the population, where i = r 1 = r 2 = · · · . X best,G is the best individual found so far. F is the scaling factor.
3) CROSSOVER
The cross operator is applied to generate the trial vector (offspring)
by recombining the gene of the target vector and the mutation vector. In general, the commonly used binomial crossover is mathematically defined as follows,
where j rand is a positive integer randomly selected in
and Cr is the crossover rate.
4) SELECTION
In the selection operator, for the minimization problems, if the fitness value f U i,G of the trial vector U i,G is less than or equal to the fitness value f X i,G of the target vector X i,G , the trial vector U i,G will replace the target vector X i, G+1 and enter the population. Otherwise, the target vector X i,G is still retained. Mathematically, the selection operator is defined as follows.
Intuitively, in the evolutionary process of DE, the offspring will be generated for the target vectors by mutation operator and crossover operator, and the selection operator makes the population keep good individuals and eliminate the inferior individual so as to lead the search process towards the global optimal solution.
B. RELATED WORKS
With the development of DE, many studies have been conducted to improve the performance of DE. This section mainly reviews these related works from three aspects.
1) THE METHODS FOR SOLVING STAGNATION AND PREMATURE CONVERGENCE
As described above, DE always suffers from the issues of stagnation and premature convergence. To solve these two issues, some other effective methods have been proposed. In [43] , when the individuals are unable to generate better solutions, Cauchy mutation instead of the original DE mutation and crossover operator was used to escape from this status. To prevent the population from falling into the local optima and causing premature convergence, the clustering technique and composite trial vector generation strategies have been combined in [44] . Moreover, some new mutation operators [45] and hybrid algorithms [46] were also proposed to deal with these problems. In addition, some re-start based methods were also proposed to solve the issue of premature convergence. A detailed study about the performance of the restart method on different complexity problems are completed in [47] . In RDEL [48] , the random mutation operator and the modified Breeder Genetic Algorithm (BGA) mutation work together as the restart method for stagnant individual. In µJADE [49] , when the best individual in the population falls into stagnation in a certain evolution period, which will be reinitialized. In NRDE [50] , the population was divided into three sub-populations on the basis of the fitness in a periodic iteration, and different sub-populations used different restart operations. In addition, the restart methods were also used to solve the premature issue in other evolutionary algorithms, such as PSO [51] and CMAES [52] .
2) THE GENERAL FRAMEWORKS
Moreover, many extensible general frameworks have been proposed for DE. In Pro-DE [53] , the parents of the mutation operation are selected by using the neighbor information. In particular, the target individual tends to select the individuals that are close to itself for generating its mutation vector. Generally, the good individuals always consist of good genes. Therefore, to fully make use of these gene material, in rank-DE [27] , the better fitness will have the higher ranking, and thus the superior individuals always have higher probability to generate offspring. Moreover, in NDi-DE [54] , a neighbor guided selection mechanism (NGS) and a directed induced mutation strategy (DIM) were proposed to generate the mutation vector by cooperatively considering the neighbor and direction information. This framework is able to balance the exploration and exploitation effectively. Similarly, DMDE [55] also improved the performance of DE by identifying the good variation direction. Furthermore, by introducing the impulsive control (IPC) and event-triggered mechanism (ETM) into the DE algorithm, a new event-triggered impulsive (ETI) framework was formed for DE [56] . In detail, at the end of each generation, the ETI mechanism is triggered when the population's update rate drops or becomes to be zero. NaDE established a general framework [57] , which consists of an adaptive selection of neighborhood topology structure (ASNT) based on the index and a neighborhood-dependent directional mutation operator (NDDM). Besides, in Rcr-DE [26] , a repaired crossover rate record method can also be used as a general way for adjusting the crossover rate of crossover operator.
3) NEW SELETION MECHANISM
Environmental selection operator imitates the rule of the fittest of the survival, which is also very important to the performance of DE. Most of DE methods used the fitnessbased parent-offspring pair comparison method. However, to balance the exploration and exploitation, some other selection methods have been proposed. In IPDE [58] , a new selection mechanism named information preserving (IP) strategy was proposed to enhance the ability of DE, in which fitter individuals among all target vectors and trial vectors will enter the next generation. In ESADE [59] , a selection mechanism based on the idea of simulated annealing algorithm (SA) was proposed to retain some of the promising trial vectors that do not have very good fitness but have good diversity contribution. In GSDE [60] , a particular selection mechanism was designed, in which inferior individuals have greater probability of being eliminated and replaced with a newly generated individual. In IDEI [34] , a weighted fitness function calculation method that combines the relative size of the fitness value and the relative position of individual was designed for the selection. The experimental results show that this new selection is also able to improve the performance of DE on some optimization problems.
The literature review in here cannot cover all related works of DE, and more works can be referred to the survey of DE [61] . This paper aims to propose a new mechanism to solve the issues of stagnation and premature convergence.
III. STAGNATION AND PREMATURE CONVERGENCE OF DE
As shown in Fig. 1 , DE starts to evolve from an initial population. After evolution through generation and generation, the population will enter three different statuses [62] : 1) Correct convergence status, which indicates the population converges to the global optimal area; 2) Premature convergence status, which means the population converges to the local optimal area); 3) Stagnation status. To employ suitable strategy to make the population break away premature convergence and stagnation, the key point is how to identify these different population statuses. For better understanding, we first use the basic DE (DE/rand/1 with NP=100, F = 0.5, Cr=0.9) to solve three 30-dimensional CEC2014 test problems, and the function error curves and population diversity curves are illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the definitions of the function error and population diversity [34] are given as follows: where X best,G is the best individual found so far, X * is the global optimal solution, NP is the population size,
is the Euclidean distance between X i,G and X k,G in the search space. Regarding F6, as shown in Fig.2 (a), with the evolution of the population, the population diversity and function error gradually decrease to zero simultaneously, which indicates that the population converges correctly to the global optimal area. Regarding F14, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , the function error and population diversity no longer drop from about 100th generation. But in this stable status, the population diversity is greater than zero, which indicates that the population falls into the stagnation status from about the 100th generation. For F23, as shown in Fig. 2 (c), from about the 1700th generation, the population diversity nearly decreases to be 0, but the function error values is larger than 0, which means that the population falls into a local optima so as to result in the premature convergence. Note that in the real optimization environment, the real global optimal solution X * is unknown. Therefore, we will use the consecutive unsuccessful update and population diversity to identify the stagnation and premature statuses, the details of which will be described in the next subsection.
A. STAGNATION OF DE
Stagnation means that the population is unable to produce better solutions [40] , [41] . In this paper, we use the consecutive unsuccessful update CU i (i = 1, 2, · · · , NP) to identity the stagnant individual, and it can be mathematically defined as follows,
where CU i denotes the consecutive unsuccessful update of the ith individual in the population, and it is initialized to 0. In detail, at each generation, if the trial vector is better than the target vector, its CU i will be set to 0. Otherwise, its CU i will be increased by 1. Moreover, a rule used to judge whether an individual is stagnant or not is given as follows [34] ,
where Q is a user-defined threshold and ST i = 1 means the ith individual is stagnant. In this paper, the user-defined threshold is defined as Q = λ × D, where D is the dimension of the search space. The empirical analysis to the parameter λ will be given in the experimental part.
B. PREMATURE CONVERGENCE OF DE
Premature convergence is a special stagnation status, in which almost all individuals in the population are stagnant and the entire population has converged to a small areas or a fixed point. Some definitions of premature convergence at variable level [39] and individual level [62] have been proposed. In this paper, we use the definition at individual level, and it is defined as follows,
where ε is also a user-defined threshold, and PC i = 1 indicates that the ith individual has fallen into the premature convergence status. The specific analysis of the parameter ε is given in the experimental part.
IV. TRACKING AND BACKTRACKING FRAMEWORK A. TRACKING MECHANISM
To deal with the issue of stagnation and make the population further evolve, in this paper, we propose a tracking mechanism (TM). In summary, TM aims at breaking away the stagnation status by making the current stagnant individuals learn from the superior individuals so that the population could be able to converge to a current promising area. For this purpose, TM defines a new selection mechanism. The pseudo-code of TM selection mechanism is given in Algorithm 1.
As shown in Algorithm 1, in TM selection mechanism, the original selection operator (line 1-12) of DE is kept except that it exchanges the value of the target vector (X i,G ) and the trial vector (U i,G ) when the trial vector is not worse than the target vector (line 8). After the original selection operator, TM is carried out, where the stagnant individuals will be replaced by the fitter individuals saved in the trial population (line 15). In this manner, the advantages lie in two aspects: 1) The stagnant individuals can be shifted into new better positions so as to pay more attention to search in the promising areas and enhance exploitation; 2) The competition extends from parent-offspring to individual-individual, and this is more suitable for the laws of natural evolution. But note that if all individuals saved in the trial population U are worse than the current stagnant target vector, TM will not be carried out for this stagnant individual.
Algorithm 1 TM Selection Mechanism
Input: Target population P, trial population U, CU, Q
CU i = 0 5: else 6:
end if 8: In some special situations, on one hand, the population may directly fall into the premature convergence status. On the other hand, TM mechanism may also cause the population is trapped into the premature convergence status. To solve this issue, this paper further proposes a backtracking mechanism (BTM). In summary, BTM aims at making the population escape from the premature convergence by letting the current premature individuals go back to their previous positions so that the population diversity can be restored. To this end, BTM also establishes a new selection mechanism. The pseudo-code of BTM selection mechanism is described in Algorithm 2.
As shown in Algorithm 2, in BTM selection mechanism, the original selection operator (line 1-16) of DE is also
Algorithm 2 BTM Selection Mechanism
Input: Target population P, trial population U, CU, PC,
Delete the oldest individual of archive A i . 6: end if 7:
Put X i,G into archive A i as the latest individual.
8:
CU i = 0 9: else 10:
end if 12:
Set X i, G+1 as the latest individual of archive A i . 21:
Delete the latest individual of archive A i .
23:
end if 24: end for Output: Target P, CU, A i (i = 1, · · · , NP) retained excluding that the target vector (X i,G ) will be saved in its external archive (A i ) when a better offspring is found (line 7). The external archives A i (i = 1, · · · , NP) are used to save the evolution trajectory of the ith individual of the population. Similarly, after the original selection operator, BTM is executed, in which if the population diversity is small enough, the premature individuals (line 20) will be replaced by the best individuals (latest individual) saved in the corresponding external archives and the best individual (latest individual) will be deleted from the archive (line [20] [21] [22] . But, note that since the current best individual represents the current most promising area, in order not to lose this area, BTM is not applied to the best individual found so far.
It is noteworthy that the archive for each individual is a sliding window with fixed size k (k is set to 50 in our experiment), and the first in first out rule is used to manage the archive overflow.
C. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM WITH TRACKING MECHANISM AND BACKTRACKING MECHANISM
On the basis of above TM and BTM, we propose a new general framework (TBT) for DE, which can be embedded into most of DE variants by modifying the selection operator.
Generate trial vector U i, G . 6: end for 7: Evaluate trial population U G , set FES = FES + NP.
Delete The complete pseudo-code of TBT-DE algorithm is provided in Algorithm 3. As shown in Algorithm 3, the first step is to set the necessary parameters and generate an initial In fact, our proposed method uses some external archives to solve the stagnation and premature issues, which is very similar to the archive mechanism of JADE [29] . The essential differences between TBT-DE and JADE are summarized as follows: 1) JADE keeps an archive for all population members, while TBT-DE establishes an independent archive for each population member. 2) JADE uses the archive to keep population diversity and provide promising evolution directions. However, excluding providing population diversity, TBT-DE makes use of archives to record the evolution tracks of each population member, which is able to make population member backtrack to the previous positions so as to avoid the premature issue.
3) The mechanisms of handling archive overflow are also different. JADE randomly deletes the redundant individuals, while TBT-DE obeys the first in first out rule to removes the oldest individual.
Moreover, AEPD-DE [39] also aims to solve the issues of population stagnation and premature convergence, but there are some essential differences. On the one hand, the definitions of stagnation and premature convergence are distinct. AEPD-DE determines stagnation and premature convergence based on dimension level. In detail, the dimension is stagnant when the number of un-successive generations of this dimension is larger than or equal to a threshold that is proportional to the population size. And the dimension is converged when the population diversity of this dimension is smaller than or equal to an adaptive threshold. In general, AEPD mechanism is triggered when all dimensions are stagnant or converged. Besides, the proactive trigger of AEPD mechanism may also be executed with a small probability. However, TBT-DE determines stagnation and premature convergence based on individual level. Elaborately, the individual is stagnant when the number of consecutive unsuccessful updates of this individual is larger than or equal to a threshold that is proportional to the dimension size. And the individual falls into premature convergence when this individual is stagnant and the population diversity is smaller than or equal to a fixed threshold. The trigger of TBT mechanism only requires a single individual to be stagnant or premature convergence. On the other hand, the ways of handling stagnation and premature convergence are also different. AEPD-DE simultaneously solves stagnation and premature convergence by generating new individuals to enhance population diversity, while TBT-DE separately handles stagnation and premature convergence through using tracking and backtracking mechanism that exploit the present and previous individuals, respectively.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this section, we will elaborate the numerical experiments to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed framework. In detail, Section V.A introduces the experimental setup. Section V.B demonstrates the effectiveness of the TBT framework by combining it with six basic DE algorithms. Section V.C compares TBT with other two general frameworks. Section V.D studies the performance of TBT on some state-of-the-art DE variants. Section V.E analyzes the behavior of TM and BTM. Finally, Section V.F makes a sensitiveness analysis of the control parameters. Section V.G discusses how to set the stagnation threshold. Section V.H discusses how to set the backtracking step size. Section V.I compares the runtime of DEs and corresponding TBT-DEs.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To study the performance of the proposed framework, 30 benchmark functions with D = 30, D = 50 and D = 100 derived from CEC2014 single objective optimization competition [63] are employed. Among these 30 functions, F1-F3 are unimodal functions, F4-F16 are simple multimodal functions, F17-F22 are hybrid functions, and F23-F20 are composition functions. The details about these benchmark can be referred to [63] . For a fair comparison, the maximum number of function evaluations is adopted as the stop criteria. Each algorithm conducts 30 independent runs on each function, which is set to 10000D according to the guideline provided by CEC2014 competition. For TBT, the necessary parameters are roughly set as λ = 1.5, ε = 10 −4 in the following comparative experiments.
To analyze the experimental result in a statistical meaning way, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test at a 5% significant level is conducted on each function, and the test results are denoted as +/=/−, which means the TBT-DE method is better than/ similar to/ worse than the corresponding DE method. Moreover, the Wilcoxon signed rank test is carried out on all functions to test the difference between the performance of TBT-DE and corresponding DE. The test results are denoted by R+ value/ R− value, which means that the rank sum of the TBT-DE is better/worse than the corresponding compared algorithm. In addition, the p-values are used to show the significant difference. In detail, if the p-value is smaller than the significant level (α), a significant difference has been tested. Otherwise, no significant difference has been found. We also uses ''+'', ''='' and ''−'' to denote that the performance of TBT-DE is significantly ''superior to'', ''similar to'' and ''inferior to'' the corresponding compared algorithm.
B. EFFECTIVENESS ON BASIC DE METHODS
In this section, we first embed TBT into six basic DE methods (i.e., DE/rand/1, DE/rand/2, DE/best/1, DE/best/2, DE/current-to-rand/1, and DE/current-to-best/1) to yield six corresponding TBT-DE methods (i.e., TBT-DE/rand/1, TBT-DE/rand/2, TBT-DE/best/1, TBT-DE/best/2, TBT-DE/ current-to-rand/1, and TBT-DE/current-to-best/1). For all these DE methods and TBT-DE methods, the population size NP is set to 100, scale factor F is set to 0.5, and crossover rate Cr is set to 0.9. The mean and standard deviation of function error on 30D functions are provided in the S. 1 shows that TBT-DE/rand/1, TBT-DE/rand/2, TBT-DE/best/2 are significantly better than the corresponding DE/rand/1, DE/rand/2 and DE/best/2, respectively. Moreover, TBT-DE/current-to-rand/1 shows very competitive performance with DE/current-to-rand/1 since it outperforms/ underperforms DE/current-to-rand/1 on 10/0 function(s). Moreover, it gets higher R+ value than R− value. But for TBT-DE/best/1 and TBT-DE/currentto-best/1, they get very similar results to the corresponding DE methods. The reason can be summarized that the DE/best/1 and DE/current-to-best/1 employ a very greedy mutation operator, which easily causes the population fall into the local optima. Although BTM mechanism is trigged to escape from the local optima, it always fails to produce a new solution that is better than the current best solution by using the DE/best/1 or DE/current-to-best/1 mutation operator, respectively. To demonstrate this statement, we provide the evolution behaviors of DE/best/1 and TBT-DE/best/1 on two representative functions in Fig. 3 . As shown in Fig. 3 , for F16, DE/best/1 easily goes into a local optimal, but TBT-DE/best/1 is able to escape from the premature convergence status and successfully find a better solution. However, For F25, although TBT-DE/best/1 can restore the population diversity by BTM mechanism when the population traps into a local optimum, it also cannot find a better solution since the population will enter the same local optimum quickly guided by the current best solution. Based on our preliminary experiments, on most functions, TBT-DE/best/1 and TBT-DE/current-to-best/1 are able to restore the population diversity, but they are unable to find a solution that is better than the current best solution. Therefore, TBT-DE/best/1 and TBT-DE/current-to-best/1 show similar performance with DE/best/1 and DE/current-to-best/1, respectively. In summary, TBT is able to improve the performance of DE/rand/1, DE/rand/2, DE/best/2 and DE/current-to-rand/1, but it is not useful for DE/best/1 and DE/current-to-best/1.
C. COMPARISON WITH SPS-DE AND GAR-DE
For dealing with stagnation and premature, other general frameworks (e.g., SPS-DE [25] and GAR-DE [26] ) have been proposed. To show the different contributions with these general frameworks, we further compare TBT-DEs with SPS-DEs and GAR-DEs on 30 30D functions. For SPS-DE methods, GAR-DE methods and TBT-DE methods, the population size NP, scale factor F and crossover rate Cr are set to 100, 0.5 and 0.9, respectively. The mean and standard deviation of function error are provided in the S. As shown in TABLE 2, TBT-DE/rand/1 and TBT-DE/ rand/2 are significantly better than the corresponding SPS-DE/rand/1 and SPS-DE/rand/2, respectively. TBT-DE/best/1, TBT-DE/best/2 and TBT-DE/current-tobest/1 are very competitive with the corresponding SPS-DEs. In detail, TBT-DE/best/1 outperforms/underperforms SPS-DE/best/1 on 2/4 functions, but TBT-DE/best/1 obtains higher R+ value than R− value. TBT-DE/best/2 is superior/inferior to SPS-DE/best/2 on 10/1 function(s). Similarly, TBT-DE/best/2 gets higher R+ value than R-value. TBT-DE/current-to-best/1 is significantly better/worse than SPS-DE/current-to-best/1 on 4/3 functions, but in this case SPS-DE/current-to-best/1 obtains lower R+ value. Moreover, at a significant level of 0.1, TBT-DE/current-to-rand/1 is significantly worse than the corresponding SPS-DEs. In summary, TBT is better than SPS when considering all the cases.
It can be seen from TABLE 3, TBT-DE/rand/1, TBT-DE/rand/2, TBT-DE/best/1, and TBT-DE/best/2 are significantly better than the corresponding GAR-DE/rand/1, GAR-DE/rand/2, GAR-DE/best/1, and GAR-DE/best/2, respectively. For DE/current-to-rand/1 and DE/current-tobest/1, TBT shows similar performance with GAR, but in these two cases, TBT obtains lower R+ value. Therefore, TBT is better than GAR in most cases.
In summary, on the basis of these comparison experiments, we can conclude that TBT is better than SPS and GAR in most cases.
D. COMPARISON WITH ADVANCED DE ALGORITHM VARIANTS
TBT works as a general framework, and thus it can also be used to improve the performance of the state-of-the-art DE methods. To this end, we further embed TBT into nine state-of-the-art DE methods, i.e., JADE [29] , CoDE [64] , SHADE [65] , L-SHADE [65] , SWDE_success_mBLX [66] , ZEPDE [67] , JADE_sort [68] , MSDE [69] , and SaDE/ Mexp [70] , yields nine corresponding TBT-DE methods. The parameter settings of these nine algorithms are kept the same as used in the original papers. Each algorithm and its corresponding TBT-based variant will conduct 30 independent runs on each function. The results of mean and standard deviation of function error are provided in S. From TABLE 4, TBT-JADE is significantly better than JADE in the cases of D = 30 and D = 50. In the case of D = 100, TBT-JADE is very competitive with JADE at a significant level of 0.05, but it is also significantly superior to JADE at a significant level of 0.1. Moreover, in all the cases, TBT-JADE obtains higher R+ values. In summary, TBT-JADE is able to significantly improve the performance of JADE.
As shown in TABLE 5, when D = 50 and D = 100, TBT-CoDE significantly outperforms CoDE. But when D = 30, TBT-CoDE and CoDE show similar performance. Moreover, TBT-CoDE gets lower R+ value than R-value. Therefore, TBT can remarkably improve the performance of CoDE on the medium (D = 50) and high (D = 100) dimension problems, but it slightly degrades the performance of CoDE on the low (D = 30) dimension problems.
From TABLE 6 in the case of D = 100, TBT-SHADE is significantly superior to SHADE. In the cases of D = 30 and D = 50, TBT-SHADE and SHADE exhibit competitive performance. Therefore, for SHADE, TBT is able to bring significantly positive effect on the high (D = 100) dimension problems. But it doesn't remarkably affect the performance of SHADE on the low and medium dimension functions.
TABLE 7 -TABLE 10 show that TBT is not significantly affect the performance, compared with L-SHADE, ZEPDE, SWDE_success_mBLX, and JADE_sort. Moreover, in some cases, it may result in a heavily negative effect, such as for L-SHADE on 30D problems, ZEPDE on 30D and 100D problems, and JADE_sort on 30D problems.
As shown in TABLE 11 -TABLE 12 , in all the cases (D = 30, D = 50 and D = 100), TBT significantly improves the performance of MSDE and SaDE/Mexp.
Overall, based on these comparison experiments, we can find out that although TBT is not able to always bring significantly positive effect on all state-of-the-art DE methods, it can make the improvement in most cases. Therefore, our proposed framework also obeys the No Free Lunch Theorems for Optimization [71] .
E. ANALYSIS OF TWO MECHANISMS
TBT includes the tracking mechanism (TM) and the backtracking mechanism (BTM), and this subsection aims at analyzing the effectiveness of the tracking mechanism (TM) and backtracking mechanism (BTM) on SaDE/Mexp [70] . TABLE 13.  From TABLE 13 , TM-SaDE/Mexp is significantly better than SaDE/Mexp, which means TM is able to significantly improve the performance of SaDE/Mexp individually. BTM-SaDE/Mexp gets the similar performance with SaDE/Mexp, but BTM-SaDE/Mexp obtains higher R+ value than R− value, which also indicates BTM can also bring the contribution to SaDE/Mexp. Moreover, TBT-SaDE/Mexp performs significantly better than BTM-SaDE/Mexp at a significant level of 0.1, and it is similar to TM-SaDE/Mexp. In addition, the R+ values of TBT-SaDE/Mexp are higher than its R+ values, which denotes that TBT-SaDE/Mexp is superior to TM-SaDE/Mexp and BTM-SaDE/Mexp. Therefore, we can draw a conclusion that both TM and BTM can make the contribution to SaDE/Mexp, and the contribution can be accumulated by combining TM and BTM. But we should highlight that the contribution of TM is always better than that of BTM. Moreover, to make a clear explanation, the convergence curve and population diversity curve of these four algorithms on some representative functions (D = 30) are illustrated in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 , more insights can be given as follows: 1) For most of these functions, the population always falls into stagnant status (population diversity ε > 10 −4 ), and TM mechanism can promote the population converge to a promising area for finding a better solution. Therefore, TM brings a significant contribution. 2) For BTM-SaDE/ Mexp, on one hand, if the population is not trapped into a local optimum, the backtracking mechanism will not be triggered. On the other hand, even if the population falls into a local optima so that the backtracking mechanism is triggered, it only provides more chances to explore other regions but it can't be sure to find a better solution. This is why BTM cannot bring a significant contribution. 3) For TBT-SaDE/Mexp, TM is first exploited to promote the population converge to a promising area so that the backtracking mechanism can be triggered. In this manner, it not only retains the advantage of TM-SaDE/Mexp, but also restores the population diversity so as to provide the opportunity to search other areas.
F. PARAMETER ANALYSIS
TBT includes two new parameters, namely values λ and ε. λ is used to control the threshold Q = λ × D and judge whether an individual falls into stagnation status or not. Similarly, the threshold ε is used to judge whether the population is trapped into premature convergence status or not. In this subsection, the sensitiveness analysis experiments for these two parameters are conducted on TBT-SaDE/Mexp.
For parameter λ, we test TBT-SaDE/Mexp with λ = 1, λ = 1.5, λ = 2 and λ = 5 on 30 30D functions. The results of mean and standard deviation of function error are provided in S. Regarding parameter ε, we test TBT-SaDE/Mexp with ε = 10 −8 , ε = 10 −4 , ε = 10 −2 and ε = 1 on 30 30D functions. The results of mean and standard deviation of function error are given in S. Finally, we should point out that TBT works as a general framework, and thus it may need different parameter settings when it is combined with different algorithms.
G. DISCUSSION ON STAGNATION THRESHOLD
The value of stagnation threshold Q is of great important to determine the stagnation status. In general, the larger the dimension of the objective function is, the greater the search space is, and the more resources need to be used to explore. Therefore, Q should be positively related to the dimension size D [62] . In SPS-DE [40] and GAR-DE [41] , Q was set to 32 and 60, respectively. However, in AMECoDEs [62] , Q was set to the dimension size D. To obtain a suitable threshold Q for landscapes with different search space in our proposed framework, we have tested some different settings for stagnation threshold Q as follows: 1) a constant value, i.e. Q = 32; 2) linear relation with dimension Q = D and Q = 1.5D; 3) non-linear relation with dimension Q = D 2 /25. The experiments are conducted on DE/rand/1 and the results of mean and standard deviation of function error for 30D, 50D, and 100D CEC2014 test problems are given in S. In TBT-DE, how to determine the backtracking step size is crucial since a large backtracking step sizes may result in wasting search resources while a small backtracking step sizes may make the search be unable to jump out the local VOLUME 6, 2018 optima. Here, we firstly compare two ways for setting the backtracking step, namely one-step backtracking and random backtracking. One-step backtracking means that the premature individual will backtrack to its previous best position (using the best individual of the archive to replace the current premature individual), and random backtracking represents that the premature individual will backtrack to a previous random position (randomly selecting an individual from the archive to replace the current premature individual). The experiments are conducted on SaDE/Mexp and the results of mean and standard deviation of function error for 30D CEC2014 test problems are given in S. is no significant difference between one-step backtracking and random backtracking. But one step backtracking is slightly better than random backtracking since it gets higher R+ value than R− value. But we should point out that these experiments don't aim to demonstrate that one-step backtracking is the best way for controlling the backtracking step size. How to effectively set the backtracking step size is still an open issue.
I. COMPARISON ON RUNTIME
In this section, we compare the runtime of DE/rand/1 and TBT-DE/rand/1, and the runtime of JADE and TBT-JADE .  The average runtime for all 30 CEC2014 test problems  are provided in TABLE 18 and TABLE 19. As seen from  TABLE 18 and TABLE 19 , TBT-DEs need more runtime than the corresponding DEs. But it should be highlighted that the extra overhead ((TBT-DE -DE)/DE) decreases as the dimension increases, which accords with the above computational complexity analysis results.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Traditional DE suffers from stagnation and premature convergence. To deal with these issues, this paper proposes the tracking mechanism (TM) and backtracking mechanism (BTM), respectively. The tracking mechanism is able to make the population converge to a promising area by tracking the evolution path of the current superior individuals when the population falls into the stagnation status. Backtracking mechanism can make the population escape from the premature convergence status by reallocating the premature individual to its previous positions. The experimental results show that both TM and BTM can improve the performance of DE methods (including basic DE methods and some state-ofthe-art DE methods), and the contribution can be accumulated by combining TM and BTM. Moreover, our proposed framework TBT is also better than two other general frameworks, i.e. SPS framework and GAR framework.
In future, it is still an interesting research topic about how to adjust the backtracking step size for breaking away premature convergence. Moreover, whether TBT is useful or not for other population-based algorithms will be worthy of study. 
